Vaccination against HIV.
The spread of AIDS progresses unrelentingly despite all efforts of public education and the only real hope of epidemiological control lies in the development of an effective vaccine. The very nature of the AIDS virus (HIV) and the manner with which it interacts with the host makes development of a practical vaccine very difficult. Recent successes using whole inactivated virus as immunogen in the SIVmac animal model system now show that it is possible to protect against infection. However, due to supposed limited efficacy in the field of such a vaccine and the fact that large scale production and administration of a multi-shot whole HIV-based product would be technically impossible, it is now important to identify which of the proteins are responsible and which immune response is protective. With this knowledge a recombinant or synthetic vaccine could be produced on a large scale. However, despite recent protection of a few chimpanzees against HIV infection itself there is currently no proven effective and practical vaccine even in the laboratory and it will be many years before such a product is available to the general public.